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Abstract
A list of superconformal chiral operator product expansion algebras with quadratic
nonlinearity in two dimensions is completed on the basis of the known classification
of little conformal Lie superalgebras. In addition to the previously known cases and
the constructed in our previous paper exceptional N = 8 superalgebra associated with
F (4), a novel exceptional N = 7 superconformal algebra associated with G(3) is found,
as well as a whole family of superalgebras containing affine ŝu2⊕ ûsp2N . A classification
scheme for quasisuperconformal algebras is also outlined.
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Recently we have found a novel N = 8 superconformal algebra in two dimensions
[1] with supercurrents in the eight-dimensional spinor representation of Spin(7). It
involves a peculiar composite :JJ: term in the anticommutator of two supercurrents,
similar to the superconformal algebras of Refs.[2-5]. It has encouraged us to see whether
there exist any other previously unknown superconformal algebras involving quadratic
composites (simple superconformal algebras of the Lie type involving operators with
scale dimensions 2, 3/2, 1 and 1/2 have been classified by Ramond and Schwarz [6]).
As a result we have completed a list of superconformal algebras of this category which
is given in the present letter. Here we present only the final results, all the proofs and
details being postponed to a more detailed paper [7].
Suppose we are given a pair (g, ρ) of a compact Lie algebra g and its representation
ρ. Consider a two-dimensional conformal field theory with an energy-momentum T (z),
a multiplet of supercurrents Gα(z) in the representation ρ of g and a multiplet of Kac-
Moody currents JA(z) in the adjoint representation of g, scale dimensions being 2, 3/2
and 1, respectively. (We are concerned with the holomorphic sector only.)
Then a problem we address is to enumerate all the admissible pairs (g, ρ) such
that the corresponding associative Z2-graded chiral operator product expansion closes
on T , G, J and their (normal ordered) composites only, and to evaluate explicitly
the corresponding superconformal algebras. We assume the resulted superconformal
algebras, which we sometimes denote SC(g, ρ), to be simple in the following sense.
Consider an associative algebra U with generating elements {Ln, G
α
r , J
A
n } (the modes
of T (z), Gα(z) and JA(z)) and defining relations determined by the corresponding OPE.
Then a SC is said to be simple iff U contains no non-trivial ideals generated by a non-
trivial set of elements linear in generating elements. In case when SC is of the Lie-type
(i.e. involvs no composites in the supercommutators) this definition is equivalent to the
usual definition of simplicity of a Lie superalgebra and U is its universal enveloping.
Actually, we have proved that there exists a simple SC(g, ρ) iff there exists a simple
little (finite-dimensional) conformal Lie superalgebra LSC(g, ρ) with its even subalgebra
isomorphic to sℓ(2;R)⊕g and its odd subspace transforming in the representation (2, ρ)
of sℓ(2;R)⊕ g. This proposition is quite non-trivial since the LSC is not generally, i.e.
when composites are presented, a subalgebra of SC (the situation here is similar to,
e.g., the relation of sℓN to WN ) and requires a proof based on the detailed analysis of
the Jacobi identities for the quantum algebra SC. (For how to extract LSC from SC
in non-linear case see Ref.[1].) However, we will not discuss it here but rather directly
pass to the list of SC(g, ρ) resulted from the above proposition. It is based on the list
of little conformal Lie superalgebras given in Refs.[8], [9] (which in turn is based on
Kac’s classification of simple Lie superalgebras). There are three classical series, one
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continuous family and two exceptional cases related with octonions.
• Case I : osp(N |2;R), N = 1, 2, ..., g = so(N), ρ = N.
For N = 1 the corresponding OPE defines the Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond superalge-
bra [10], [11], for N = 2 it is the superalgebra of Ademollo et al. [12] involving an so(2),
and for N ≥ 3 SC(so(N), N) has been constructed by Knizhnik [2] and by Bershadsky
[3]. Starting at N = 3 in order to close the OPE one has to introduce the quadratic
non-linearity :JJ: in the right-hand side of Gi(z)Gj(w). In cases N = 3 and N = 4 it is
shown by Goddard and Schwimmer [4] that the corresponding non-Lie type OPEs can
be obtained by factoring out free fermions and bosons with scale dimensions 1/2 and 0
from the N = 3 and N = 4 Lie superalgebras of Refs.[12].
• Case II : su(1, 1|N), N = 3, 4, ..., g = su(N)⊕ u(1), ρ = N ⊕ N¯ , and
su(1, 1|2)/u(1), g = su(2), ρ = 2⊕ 2¯.
While in the later case the superconformal algebra involves an ŝu(2) Kac-Moody
algebra and closes as a Lie superalgebra [12], for allN ≥ 3 one has to introduce quadratic
composites [2], [3]. Then the Jacobi identities require the central charges for the affine
ŝu(N) and uˆ(1) to be of opposite signs that generally leads to non-unitarity of the
Verma modules.
• Case III : osp(4∗|2M), M = 1, 2, ..., g = usp(2M)⊕ su(2), ρ = (2M, 2).
Meanwhile the caseM = 1 is isomorphic to the subcase N = 4 of the case I, a whole
family of superconformal algebras SC with M = 2, 3, ... seems to be not constructed
previously. So we present our results for this case.
Let α, β, γ, δ = 1, 2 and A,B,C,D = 1, 2, ..., 2M(M ≥ 2) be indices in the fun-
damental representation of usp(2) (≃ su(2)) and usp(2M), respectively. They are
raised and lowered with the help of the symplectic metrics εαβ = −εβα, εαβ = −εβα,
εαγε
βγ = δβα and E
AB = −EBA, EAB = −EBA, EACE
BC = δBA , respectively. Then a
SC is given by the following supercommutation relations among the Virasoro Ln (as-
sociated to sℓ(2;R) subalgebra of osp(4∗|2M)), ŝu(2)⊕ ûsp(2M) Kac-Moody currents
Jαβm = J
βα
m and J
AB
m = J
BA
m (associated to g) and supercurrents G
αA
r (associated to ρ)
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n +
c
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0, (1a)
[Jαβm , J
γδ
n ] = ε
βγJαδm+n + ε
αδJβγm+n + ε
αγJβδm+n + ε
βδJαγm+n
−k2(ε
αγεβδ + εβγεαδ)mδm+n,0, (1b)
[JABm , J
CD
n ] = E
BCJADm+n + E
ADJBCm+n + E
ACJDBm+n +E
BDJCAm+n
3
−k1(E
ACEBD +EBCEAD)mδm+n,0, (1c)
[Lm, J
αβ
n ] = −nJ
αβ
m+n, [Lm, J
AB
n ] = −nJ
AB
m+n, (1d)
[Lm, G
αA
r ] = (
m
2
− r)GαAm+r, (1e)
[Jαβm , G
γA
r ] = ε
βγGαAm+r + ε
αγGβAm+r (1f),
[JABm , G
αC
r ] = E
BCGαAm+r + E
ACGαBm+r, (1g)
{GαAr , G
βB
s } = 2ε
αβEABLr+s + (r − s)[σ1ε
αβJABr+s + σ2E
ABJαβr+s]
+b(r2 −
1
4
)εαβEABδr+s,0 + γ(JJ)
αA,βB
r+s , (1h)
where the normal ordered quadratic term reads as follows
(JJ)αA,βBm = 2ε
αβEAB{εα1β1εα2β2(J
α1α2Jβ1β2)m −EA1B1EA2B2(J
A1A2JB1B2)m}
+8(JαβJAB)m + 4ε
αβECD{(J
ACJBD)m − (J
BCJAD)m}, (2a)
where
(JABJCD)m =
∑
n∈Z
: JABn J
CD
m−n : (2b)
and similar for (JαβJγδ)m. The central charges k1, k2, c and b and the structure
constants σ1, σ2 and γ are fixed by the Jacobi identities to be
k1 = −(k + 2M + 4)/2, k2 = k, (3a)
b = −
k(k + 2M + 4)
k − 2M + 4
, (3b)
c = −
3k(k + 2M + 4)
k − 2M + 4
+
6k + (2M + 1)(M − 2)(k + 2M + 4)
k − 2M + 4
, (3c)
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σ1 = −
2k
k − 2M + 4
, σ2 =
k + 2M + 4
k − 2M + 4
, (3d)
γ =
1
2(k − 2M + 4)
. (3e)
Here k is the only free parameter which determines the values of all the central charges.
One sees k1 and k2 have opposite signs that leads to non-unitarity similar to the case
II (for N ≥ 3). To check up on the Jacobi a crucial part is played by the Fierz-type
identity
εαβδγδ + ε
βγδαδ + ε
γαδβδ = 0 (4)
which follows from the fact that the antisymmetrization in three two-valued indices
gives zero.
• Case IV:D1(2, 1;α), g = su(2)⊕su(2), ρ = (2, 2) (one-parameter family; α→ 1/α
gives an isomorphism).
For M = 1 the same identity (4) holds also for capital latin indices A, B, C,
D and there appears a possibility to have got one more free parameter, say α, in the
algebra (1). Then two Kac-Moody central charges k1 and k2 for ”left” and ”right” affine
ŝu(2) become independent (in fact α governs a ”left-right asymmetry”) and it makes it
possible to have both k1 and k2 simultaneously positive integer. The resulting non-linear
superconformal algebra is obtained in Ref.[4] by factoring out free fermions and bosons
from the Lie superalgebra of Refs.[13]. The unitary highest weight representations are
studied and applied to superstring compactification in Ref.[5].
• Case V : G(3), g = G2, ρ = 7.
Consider an octonionic algebra O with seven imaginary units ea, a = 1, 2, ..., 7, and
a composition law
eaeb = −δab + Γabcec, (5)
where Γabc is a totally skew G2-invariant tensor. Thanks to the alternativity of O, Γ
obeys a crucial identity
ΓabeΓcde + ΓcbeΓade = 2δacδbd − δadδbc − δabδcd. (6)
An exceptional N = 7 superconformal algebra SC(G2, 7) involves the Virasoro
Lm, Gˆ2 Kac-Moody currents J
ab
m = −J
ba
m satisfying the property (actually it defines the
projection onto G2 ⊂ so(7); for the properties of G2 see e.g. [14], or [15]-[17] where the
supergroups G(3) and F (4) are described in detail)
ΓabcJbcm = 0, (7)
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and supercurrents Gar in the fundamental seven-dimensional representation of G2. Then
our result for the superalgebra reads as follows (we omit the obvious commutation
relations with Lm)
[Jabm , J
cd
n ] = δ
bcJadm+n + δ
adJbcm+n − δ
acJbdm+n − δ
bdJacm+n
+
1
3
ΓabeΓcdfJefm+n − k(δ
acδbd − δadδbc −
1
3
ΓabeΓcde)mδm+n,0 (8a)
[Jabm , G
c
r] = δ
bcGam+r − δ
acGbm+r +
1
3
ΓabeΓcdeGdm+r, (8b)
{Gar , G
b
s} = 2δ
abLr+s + σ(r − s)J
ab
r+s + b(r
2 −
1
4
)δabδr+s,0 + γP
ab
cd,ef(J
cdJef )r+s, (8c)
where the tensor P is uniquely determined from the Jacobi identities
Pab,cd = {λab, λcd}+
4
3
(δacδbd − δadδbc −
1
3
ΓabeΓcde)1, (9)
and λab are G2 matrices in the fundamental representation
λab,cd = δacδbd − δadδbc −
1
3
ΓabeΓcde. (10)
All the constant parameters c, b, σ and γ are uniquely fixed by associativity to be the
following rational functions of the Gˆ2 Kac-Moody level k :
c =
9k
2
+
2k
k + 3
, (11a)
b = kσ =
3k
2
(1−
4
3(k + 3)
), (11b)
σ =
3
2
(1−
4
3(k + 3)
), (11c)
γ =
3
16(k + 3)
. (11d)
This time a crucial role in checking up the Jacobi is played by the octonionic identity
(6).
There exists a natural embedding of the N = 1(NSR) superconformal algebra in
our exceptional N = 7 algebra (more detailed discussion for the N = 8 exceptional case
see in Ref.[1]). Choose the supergenerator Gr of the N = 1 superalgebra we are about
to construct to be equal to G1r and redefine the Virasoro generators according to
L˜m = Lm +
γ
2
P 11ab,cd(J
abJcd)m. (12)
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Then it is easy to see that L˜m and Gr form an N = 1 superalgebra with the Virasoro
central charge
c˜ =
9k
2
(1−
4
3(k + 3)
). (13)
The structure of new Virasoro generators (12) is reminiscent of the GKO coset con-
struction for G2/su(3).
Note that central charges c, c˜ and b are positive when the Kac-Moody level k is
positive integer, the obvious necessary condition for unitarity thus being satisfied. The
same also holds for the next case VI.
• Case V I : F (4), g = Spin(7), ρ = 8s.
The exceptional N = 8 conformal superalgebra SC (Spin(7), 8s) associated with
F (4) has been constructed in our previous paper [1].
To summarize, in our classification of superconformal OPEs in two dimensions there
are three classical families, one continuous family and two exceptional cases with N = 7
and N = 8. Of special interest are the problems of constructing representations and
field-theoretic realizations of the exceptional algebras. Probably they could be obtained
via the quantum Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction based on the underlying little superalgebras
G(3) and F (4).
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Note Added
In this paper we have considered superconformal algebras with the standard spin-
statistics relation. Recently so-called quasisuperconformal algebras have appeared in
the context of the quantum Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction and related approaches [16]-
[18]. They involve bosonic currents of dimension 3/2 in a representation ρ of some Lie
algebra g along with the energy-momentum and gˆ KM currents. A list of possible pairs
(g, ρ) may be completed on the basis of Cartan’s classification of symmetric subalgebras
of simple Lie algebras. One requires the symmetric subalgebra to be isomorphic to
su(2)⊕ g and the supplementary subspace to transform in its representation (2, ρ) with
ρC possessing a gC-invariant symplectic metric. As a result one finds eight relevant cases
(g, ρ and underlying simple Lie algebras are presented): Case I: u(N), N⊕N¯ , su(N+2);
Case II: sp(2M), 2M, sp(2M + 2); Case III: su(2)⊕ so(N), (2, N), so(N + 4); Case IV:
su(2), dimρ = 4, G2; Case V : sp(6), dimρ = 14, F4; Case VI:su(6),ρ = 20,E6;Case
VII:so(12),ρ = 32′, E7; Case VIII :E7,ρ = 56,E8.Quasisuperconformal algebras cor-
responding to the Cases I and II have been studied in Refs.[16] and [17]. The Case
III represents a bosonic counterpart of our Case III superconformal algebras based on
osp(4∗|2M). Five exceptional cases will be concidered in a separate publication . How-
ever it should be stressed that there are difficulties in the Cases II−V III with imposing
the hermiticity condition, since representations ρ are pseudoreal and,in particular, it is
not possible to define real Euclideansu(2) spinors.
Then two series of Z2 × Z2-graded superconformal algebras have been introduced
in Ref.[18]. They containe affine superalgebras ŝu(m|n) and ôsp(N |2M) and in fact
combine superconformal and quasisuperconformal algebras together. Our results sug-
gest the existence of a third series of this type combining the Cases III from our two
lists. It containes affine ŝu(2)⊕ ôsp(N |2M).
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